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Hello EFSians,

The New Year is upon 
us and so is the 4th 
issue of the Horizon 
Newsletter for 2018. 
Let’s find solace 
in the triumphs of 
the previous year 
and look forward 
to hard-working 
opportunities, 
improvements and 
advancements in this 
new year.

This time we have 
captured EFS 

moments and stories from diverse regions 
of EFS’ global footprint and put forth some 
fantastic 2019 resolutions of our colleagues. 
Get ready for some great and gripping pieces.

In this issue of the Newsletter we focus on 
Efficient, Lean, Agile, Tactical and Effective 
Business Strategies where our Group CEO 
sheds light on the nitty-gritty of the 2019 
Strategy, ELATE which is to be bolstered in 
our business and work life across the board. 
We hope to keep you surrounded with EFS 
adventures and we look forward to your 
valued OPCO articles, People Stories and 
Opinion pieces. Do bounce back with your 
ideas, gathering photos, feedback and 
suggestions for the newsletter to group.
communications@efsme.com 

Let’s begin 2019 on an ELATE note!!

Happy Reading!!
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Looking back at 2018 we have overcome great 
challenges, and we move towards 2019 with 
Strength, Resilience and a Spirit of Triumph. We 
are looking forward to transition into this New 
Year with reinvigorated passion through the 
2019 ELATE strategy.

With the current trends and market challenges, 
there exists a critical need for transformation. 
Our reputation is our most treasured asset 
and the foundation on which we have built our 
company will now be redefined by ELATE.

The 2019 ELATE strategy stands for Efficient, 
Lean, Tactical, Agile and Effective business 
approaches that will be embedded in our 
business and work life. We additionally need to 
ensure good health and wellbeing of ourselves, 
our families and community at large.

Once again, best wishes to you and your 
families for a glorious 2019 from all of us at EFS 
management and finally, let 5 crucial directives 
transform you through 2019: Efficient, Lean, 
Agile, Tactical & Effective for a sustainable 
organization through our commitment of 
delivering excellence.

Tariq Chauhan
Group Chief Executive Officer

 CEO’S  MESSAGE

Dear Readers,

A 
strategic 

approach towards 
innovation-based 
lean and tactical 
operations is the 

need of the hour.
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Indian Innovator Awards 
for Social Responsibility 

Construction Innovation Awards 
for Best FM Company of the Year 

Forbes Top 50 UAE Private Companies 

Taqdeer Awards 2018 

 ACCOLADES  FOR THE QUARTER

 PROJECT WINS  FOR THE QUARTER

LebanonSaudi Arabia

EgyptTunisia Morocco

Jordan Qatar

India
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 KNOW  YOUR MANAGEMENT

Mr. Mohammed Hamed is the Senior Operations Manager 
for EFS Facilities Services, Egypt. He leads the General 
Management and Operations in Egypt and has taken over 
from Ms. Nadia El Sayad, former Director of Operations 
for Egypt.

Mr. Hamed is an expert with a demonstrated history of 
working in the facilities services industry for over 16 
years. He is additionally skilled in Negotiation, HVAC, 
Operations Management, Procurement, and Engineering. 

Mr. Hamed has successfully attained a Bachelor’s of 
Engineering focused in Mechanical Engineering from 
Cairo University.

Mohamed Hamed  
Senior Operations Manager
Egypt
EFS Facilities Services Group

Ms. Sarika Singh is the Internal Auditor for EFS Facilities 
Services, Group. She is responsible for the overall Risk 
assurance and management at EFS.

Ms. Sarika is a vibrant professional with diversified 
expertise and year-on-year success in Finance, Accounts 
and Audit function. She holds over 14 years of pioneering 
experience with international exposure in multiple 
industries like Natural Resources, Manufacturing, Oil & 
Gas, Metals & Mining, Telecommunication and Wires & 
Cables.

Ms. Sarika is a credible Chartered Accountant from the 
Institute of Chartered Accountants of India (ICAI).

Sarika Singh
Internal Auditor  
EFS Facilities Services Group
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 IN  THE SHOES OF...

Introduce yourself to us and your journey at EFS?
They call me Ghanza and EFS is the very first 
workplace in my life. I had two job opportunities but 
I took this job completely based on instructs, even 
though that job offered me more. I started as fit out 
co-ordinator in the mobile team in November 2016. 
After 1.5 years, I got an opportunity to work with 
the bid team and that paved the path for me to grow 
within the organization. This gave me my big break 
and today I’m very happy to working as Technical 
co-ordinator and also a part of the prestigious 
Rising Stars program. For lot many who are keen on 
knowing what the rising star program is can have a 
glim.

Describe a typical hectic day at work for you?
A typical hectic day are usually the build-up days 
before any huge submission. My day starts very 
early in the morning – 5am I’m up and running to be 
precise and report work by 7.30 am. My mornings 
usually are spent checking emails, clearing-off past 
day issues, followed by team meetings to breakdown 

the daily tasks. Basically, as a technical co-ordinator 
I have to understand what we have to bid for by 
reading and analyzing the project drawing in detail, 
compiling data, representing it graphically so that 
everyone in the team has a clearer picture on what 
we are bidding for. 

Do you have any crazy stories from EFS?
I can recall the day when we celebrated Diwali 
at the head office. I had a tight schedule packed 
with submissions and yet we managed to find a 
design, aiming for an intricate one for the rangoli 
competition. Managing to finish an outline with 
pencil, all the members of the rangoli team look at 
each other with a hope that one among us would 
definitely know how to fill the colours for the rangoli. 

Despite our struggle to learn new techniques to 
complete our rangoli and our submissions, we as a 
team, did our best to accomplish it. Even though we 
did not win, we all were proud of our teamwork and 
shared the back pains and muscle cramps together 
in putting up a beautiful masterpiece.

 Ghanza Nuzrin 

Life is as 
expressive as 

a Comic-Strip
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What are your hobbies?
I usually spend my leisure time in Painting & Reading and quiet in office are aware that I am 
a die-hard Anime-Addict.

Your Words of Wisdom to share with everybody on Life, Health & Family
1. Life 

Your destiny and life-path is already written. I don’t think or worry too much about the 
present because I know whatever that’s happening today, is meant for a reason. 

2. Health 
I prefer putting the health and well-being of my loved ones first rather than that of 
myself.

3. Family 
A very humongous loving and social family is the reason I am an extrovert who befriends 
easily.

4. Food 
 Being a true Malayali coming from the beautiful coast of South India, I do not like FISH !

3 Random Facts about you
1. I make my own comic strips based on current life scenarios 
2. I love watching Korean, Chinese and Japanese movies 
3. I have zero knowledge in the ABCs of make up – except eye-liner ! 
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 THOUGHT  LEADER
 Managing People or Managing Employees 

Irfan Khokhar  
General Manager – Operations Abu Dhabi
EFS Facilities Services UAE

EFS work ethos is about People, Passion and 
Precision. Staff Engagement remains paramount to 
the Sustainability Pyramid and one of my top favorites 
is the Employee of the Month Activity. Did Managers 
ever wonder who is ultimately responsible for an 
Employees Success?

We often tend to correlate Employee success with 
their own individual efforts. Arguably, Employee 
Success is equally the Manager’s Responsibility and 
a concept that is often neglected.

As managers, we hire people and at times inherit them, 
either ways it eventually becomes our responsibility 
to mentor them. Ideally, managers should be seen as 
leaders coaching them. 

Absence of a well-structured strategic approach will 
leave the coaching process futile and severely impair 
the relationship between a boss and a subordinate. As 
a starting point, the staff need to be well connected to 
the Organization’s Mission, Vision and Values.  These 
need to be effectively translated into their position. 

Clearly defined work responsibilities should be 
communicated and well understood by the Employees. 
SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic 
and Time-Based) KPIs need to be set up in order 
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to gauge the performance through periodic feedbacks and annual performance evaluation process. 
Employees should then be facilitated with the necessary trainings and learning tools to preform 
adequately. 

Regular feedback is a key ingredient in the coaching process which is often left out for the Mid-Year 
Performance Reviews or Annual Performance Appraisals only. Ironically, Managers commit the mistake 
of focusing and worrying about Staff 
Weaknesses rather than their Strengths. We 
should not only catch staff doing the wrong 
things but also recognize them for doing the 
right things. This encourages good practices 
and strikes a balance between a negative 
and a constructive feedback. Management 
by walk around is also underrated. It is 
important for Managers to step out of 
their busy schedules and comfort zones to 
give Employees one-minute appraisals or 
reprimands during the day. Occasional notes 
should be made for any significant feedback 
provided throughout the year to assist in the 
Annual Performance Appraisals process.

Feedback process has its own dos and don’ts 
and can be a daunting experience for the 
bosses. The basic rule is to avoid entering 
into a conversation with a preconceived outcome in the mind. Delivery of Monologues by the Managers 
is a big “No” in my books. Application of an often-heard aphorism “Praise in Public and criticize in 
private” can definitely make a difference and retain subordinate’s confidence in their manager.

Employee motivation plays a vital role 
in their performance. Understanding 
its dynamics can help steer the 
employee in the right direction and 
bring out the best in them. Managers 
need to move away from conventional 
carrot and stick approach and adopt 
leadership strategies instead. Factors 
beyond monetary compensation need 
to be considered such as Delegation 
of Authority, Providing Stretched and 
Challenging goals, Job Enrichments/
Rotations, Appreciations, Optimistic 
and Fun working Environment, which 
act undoubtedly as a catalyst towards 
job satisfaction. 

In today’s business world, professionals choose a boss and not a job. Are you working hard enough to 
be the right one?
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He showcased 
great responsibility 

and ownership when 
he moved to the Delta 
zone as he took over the 

complete portfolio

 Mohamed Abdullah 
 EFS  SUPERSTAR  

At EFS, our culture and our people comprise of a 
large mutual community and not just a workplace 
hence we recognize the achievements of our 
people across the organization to support their 
ambitions and personal initiatives. 

We are pleased to introduce Mr. Mohamed Abdullah 
as the EFS Superstar. He joined EFS in October 
2015 as a HVAC Senior Technician and a year later 
he was promoted as HVAC Supervisor. Through 
the project win of a reputed Bank assigned to EFS 
Egypt was the delta zone and since Mohamed is 
originally from delta zone he moved to his city 
and oversaw the project with his team as acting 
general supervisor for all hard services activities 
with minor civil works. 

He showcased great responsibility and ownership 
when he moved to the Delta zone as he took over 
the complete portfolio in terms of all activities with 
high command of leadership and coordination. He 
considers his role model to be Mr. Wael El Sify 
from his previous HVAC Maintenance Company 
where Mohamed worked with him for more than 6 

years at the beginning of his career and he learned 
a lot from him in terms of HVAC technicality and 
details. 

Hailing from the delta zone in Egypt he has a loving 
family of his wife and 2 boys Youssef (8) & Adam 
(4). Mohamed’s positive attitude and desire to 
succeed has brought tremendous transformation 
in his personality and his way of work. To all who 
don’t know, Mohamed is huge football fan, his 
favorite team is club Zamalek (their official shirt 
color is white, just like Mohamed’s heart), likes 
to go to the gym. Someday, Mohamed aspires to 
climb up the ladder as a general supervisor at 
EFS and have his own company for maintenance 
in the near future in his own city.  

Mohamed has a high school qualification with a 
Carpentry major and later on he successfully 
passed many trainings for HVAC major with total 
of 17 years’ experience in HVAC from hospitals, 
hotels & FM. Abdullah still goes a long way in 
proving his capabilities.
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Ramanjulu Varadaiah started his association 
with EFS then called Dalkia India Private Limited 
in 15th October 2008 as Team Lead at IBM Site 
at Hyderabad. At present he is working as an 
Operations Manager supporting Analog Devices 
through EFS.
 
Raman grew up in Chittoor, where his father Mr. 
Varadaiah was working in State Bank of India and 
mother Mrs. Jayamma is a house wife. He grew 
up in a house with 4 Siblings. Raman’s wife Mrs. 
Sasikala is a primary school teacher and we have 
2 kids. My eldest boy Eshanth is 8 years old and 
my younger boy Charvik is 4 years old.
 
By nature, Raman tends to be a technically 
curious and efficient organizer. However, in these 
10 glorious years with EFS, client’s satisfaction 
has kept him motivated all the time. He also 
ensures to understand client’s requirement and 
make every effort to achieve them so that EFS is 
positively viewed in the eyes of our clients. I belief 
is plan efficiently before execution.
 
His true inspirations are Mr. Suresh (Director at 
EFS), Mr. Kandappan (Technical Head at Robert 
Bosch Eng solutions – Coimbatore) and Mr. 
Anthony Jude (Director at EFS). All the three 
gurus have mentored him to shape his career 
both personally and technically.
 
Raman recalls the time at work when he was 
assigned to support IBM Bangalore at a critical 
position. He was then moved from Hyderabad to 

Bangalore to take up this assignment.  Success 
knocked on his door that time, he stabilized the 
operations by creating and documenting all 
Standard Operating Procedures. This experience 
has motivated Raman and geared him up further 
for all his future activities.
 
His most memorable time was when he helped 
the needy people either to educate them or find 
a job for them. Currently Raman is also working 
for a charity to help the needy people and thereby 
contributing both financially and personally to 
uplift their life.
 
Raman was part of the core team for a new Office 
Site Project Support for Client Analog Devices 
India in the last one year to bring up the new facility 
right from the start till the final completion of new 
office site. To get a little bit into the fine details: 
The new office site for client was around 1,75,000 
sq. ft. with 7 Floors & Roof Top Cafeteria. The 
Office Layout included seating for 750 Employees, 
One Floor dedicated to Lab which included RF Lab, 
High End Product & Test Lab, Design Lab with 
100 Lab Benches, Data Centre spanning 2500 sq. 
ft., BMS Centre, Roof Top Cafeteria with seating 
capacity of 300 Employees.
 
His hard work has finally paid off and has been 
acknowledged by the Client and rewarded a sum 
of 1,00,000 Indian rupees. But it doesn’t end here… 
Raman’s gratefulness towards EFS grows leaps 
and bounds for having provided the opportunity to 
showcase his capability in all walks of life at EFS.

  

 BE  INSPIRED

 Ramanjulu Varadaiah 
Operations Manager
EFS Facilities Services India
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 CASE  STUDY 

The Client
The client is a flagship aviation giant owned by 
government of Abu Dhabi and is known as the 
National Airline of UAE since 2003. They are 
a diversified aviation and travel group which 
includes many service lines.

This luxury airline provides over 110 passenger 
and cargo destinations across the globe. They 
continuously benchmark guest-experiences 
through introduction of their signature travel 
experiences. 

The Project
EFS has been managing this prestigious project 
since April 2018 and will continue to provide 
comprehensive IFM service for a contract period 
of 5 years. EFS manages approximately 343 745 
sq. m in area comprising of facilities like premium 
and non-premium areas such as commercial, 
offices, residential, VIP Lounge and the Airport 
Warehouse across 27 sites in the UAE. 

The Challenge
Prior to EFS’ intervention there were different FM 
Companies selected by the Client in 4 portfolios, 
resulting to inconsistency of service standards. 
Additionally, looking through the challenges, 
the client preferred to save the cost without 
compromising on the service level / standards. 
EFS took up the challenge of saving costs and 
provided a notch higher level of service than what 

3 different FM service providers in the past would 
provide.

The Solution
EFS’ scope of work includes Housekeeping, 
Input Resources, Façade Cleaning, Elevators, 
Waste Management, Landscaping, Swimming 
pools, MEP Services, Managing agent for Fire 
alarm, CCTV access control and Pest control 
through the dedicated service delivery provide 
by approximately 400 staff. A total of 1,521,600 
manhours are estimated to be delivered annually 
on this signature project.

Through a lean and tactical approach, EFS 
contributed to cost reduction through staff 
optimization, installation of machineries across 
all portfolios and provision of CAFM system.

The Business Benefit
Through innovative approaches and new initiatives, 
EFS registered the client under Bolisaty Hazardous 
Waste Management. The Client witnessed a huge 
reduction of garbage bags usage in contribution 
to a green ecosystem. 

EFS continuous to initiate improvement plans 
which are monitored on a monthly basis such as 
energy savings wherein EFS changed CFLs into 
LEDs across the whole portfolio. EFS additionally 
brought forward an in-house team for Façade 
Cleaning.

Etihad Airways
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Top 3 Upcoming Trends in the 
Indian Facility Management 
Industry
With the continuous innovation and technological 
developments that the industry has been 
witnessing over the past few years, the Indian FM 
industry seems to be slowly but steadily moving 
towards smarter, more connected work-spaces. 
The Indian Facilities Management Industry has 
seen substantial growth over the past few years. 
Though not as developed as in western economies, 
there is a growing awareness of the link between 
the efficiency of a business and its office 
environment. More and more Facility Heads are 
waking up to the fact that the benefits of smarter 
buildings include not just energy efficiency and 
savings, but also a boost in employee productivity 
which translates to a far more substantial profit 
for the company.

Bahrain prepares 
for VAT introduction 
next year
Bahrain is preparing to levy 5 
per cent value added tax (VAT) 
from January 1, 2019, following 
the introduction of the tax in GCC 
states UAE and Saudi Arabia 
in 2018. During a meeting held 
at the ministry of Finance and 
National Economy on Tuesday, 
officials confirmed that they 
will “review the mechanisms 
of applying VAT during the trial 
period for its launch” and that 
it will continue to organize 
and participate in a series of 
workshops for companies and 
institutions to raise awareness 
of the technical, legal and 
procedural aspects of the tax.

INDUSTRY  NEWS 
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31 firms star-rated 
for labour welfare 
initiatives 
Out of the 425 applicants, 
75 companies qualified for 
assessment and only 31 winning 
companies in Dubai were felicitated. 
EFS Facilities Services takes great 
pride in being distinguished with 
a rating of 3-star for excellence 
in labour welfare practices which 
further enhances EFS’ People 
First Philosophy. In addition to the 
ranking, EFS was also privileged 
to felicitate its blue-collared 
workforce by recognizing their 
most outperforming supervisor 
and labourer.

Qatar Facility 
Management Market to 
Reach $4386.5 Million 
by 2023
The Qatar facility management 
market is projected to reach $4,386.5 
million by 2023. The growth of the 
Qatar facility management market 
is mainly driven by increasing 
construction activities in the region, 
owing to the upcoming mega events 
such as FIFA World Cup 2022, in the 
country. Facility management refers 
to professional services covering 
multiple disciplines, in a bid to 
ensure functionality of the built 
structures through the integration 
of people, place, process, and 
technology 
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 EFS  SIGHTINGS

 Passion For Pink  #EFS_Dubai 
 #EFS_Abu_Dhabi #EFS_India   
 #EFS_Oman #EFS_Bahrain 
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 EOTM  #EFS_Dubai 

 EOTM  
 #EFS_KSA 
#EFS_Jeddah 
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 HSEQ Month 

 EFS Carnival 2018 
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 Ramadan #EFS_Egypt 
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  Halloween   #EFS_Dubai

 EFS Carnival Bahrain 2018  #EFS_Dubai 
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 Diwali 2018 #EFS_India #EFS_Dubai
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 Diwali 2018 #EFS_India #EFS_Dubai

UAE National Day  #EFS_UAE   

 Taqdeer Award 
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Young Leaders Program  #EFS_UAE   

 Rising Stars Program  #EFS_UAE 
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 EFS Conclave 2018  #EFS_UAE   
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 EFS Conclave 2018  #EFS_UAE   
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 Christmas at EFS Head Office 2018  #EFS_UAE 
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Mohammed Zahid Ansari
EFS India 

General Manger (Service Assurance)

I will work closely on; 

1. Will take time to connect with myself

2. Will keep myself free from mental (unhealthy 

habits, limiting beliefs, automatic negative 

thoughts and triggers), emotional and physical 

clutter and create a better and happy life, career 

and start maintaining relationship with self 

strongly.

3. Will appreciate self and other, all times

4. Improve Listening skill

Sarika Singh
EFS Dubai

Group Internal Auditor

1. I am going to make use of my financial knowledge by bringing financial literacy amongst five 

needy friends/ colleagues, helping them about doing right investments and saving ideas

2. Bring both parents to Dubai - To witness a new world!!!

3. Year 2019 will be “Year of Health” for me and my husband because with passing age we need 

to focus more on our bodies. Exercise, increase fruit and water intake on daily basis. After all, 

‘Health is Wealth’!!!

Saad Yousuf
EFS Oil &Gas 

General Manger 

1. Be positive and 

focused

2. Work life 

balance

3. Help and 

support others

4. Self-learning 

and development

Manju nath Prahu
EFS Abu Dhabi

MEP Supervisor

1. More financial savings for 

my family

2. Be punctual

3. Achieve time management

4. Live a healthy life

Hassan Noor
EFS Abu Dhabi & Al Ain

Assistant Manager HSEQ

1. Have 0 LTI’s...!! Lol, that’s 

always how we HSE guys 

start our new year resolution

2. Empower my Team to grow 

together

3. Revisit childhood with my 

son, Maaz!

4. Eat healthy, don’t really know 

if I will be able to do it but 

fingers crossed

5. And Yes, have 0 LTI's
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Send in your thoughts, suggestions, and write-ups to group.communications@efsme.com 
to be featured in the next issue of EFS Horizons !!

mailto:group.communications%40efsme.com?subject=EFS%20Horizon

